For the Cox regression model involving both design and concomitant variates, testing of subhypotheses against restricted alternatives based on the partial likelihood scores is considered. Roy's union-intersection principle plays a vital role in this context. Properties of the proposed tests are also studied.
INTRODUCTION
We consider here the general regression model,due to Cox(1972) either of the vectors (0,0"00,0), (1,0'000,0), (0,1'000,0)'000,(0'000,0,1), so that if we write ST = (Sl'.oo,S ), then B. stands for the jth treatment r J effect (over the control), for j=l,ooo,r. In such a case, against the null hypothesis of no treatment effect (i. e., 13 = a ), we may be interested in the alternatives that none of the treatment is inferior to the control, ioeo, > 
THE PROPOSED TESTS
Note that the partial lilelihood function is given by likelihood estimator (MPLE) of Y is obtained as the solution of the system of equations:
Consider then the partial likelihood scores
(.ElI(X.>X.)c.e J )/(.E,'lI(X.>X.)e J )}.
lW' .c.)/(X. lW") } , and 1= 1. )= 1)) ] )= 1) )= 1)J )= 1.)) )= 1J similar expressions hold for V I2 (with the cr being replaced by zr ) and . T T V 22 ( with the c. and c. being replaced by z. and z. , respectively).
The omnibus partial likelihood ratio test statistic ( for testing HO:S =
• o against S f 0 ), due to Cox(1972) ,
is given by follows from the results of Cox(1972) , Tsiatis(1981) , Sen(198l ) 
Then, the UI-test statistic in (2.9) is given by A*s et a = 1 , a = {2,ooo,r}= P, say, we defme U N (l) and V lL2 (1) (scaler) as in 2 A* 2 -* AT (2.11) and (2 012), and let QN(l) = (UN(l)) /V l 1. 2 (1). Further, we let UN = A AoT AoT A A _ (UNl'U N ), UN = (U N2 ,00o,U Nr ) and the minor of V 1l02 comprising the last r-1 rows and columns is denoted by~102 0 Then, for every aE pO, we define U~~a) J A O * :-:0* UNCii') , V lL2 (a) etco, as in (2 0 11)-(2.12) (but for the r-l dimensional case).
Note that we are to work here with the reparameterized model in (2.14), so that for all these statistics, we use the vectors d. instead of c .
• Then'S:N(2 .10)-(2.12), we define the sets a in P and the corresponding * * statistics W(a) and~aa.a' for every a in Po Also, we define a statistic * as in (2.13) but involving these W(a) and W(a) 0 Then, we may note that of the 2 r possible terms in (2.13) only one term will have both the indicator functions different from 0 0 As such, using (3 01) and arguing as in Kudo (1963), we may conclude that based on the vector Wand the corresponding l:, the UI-test statistic in (2.13) will have the distribution C when EW = 0)
where k is the cardinality of the-set a, a e: Po Regrouping the 2 r terms in a (3.2) in terms of the cardinality, we obtain that (7 02) is equivalently -8-(3. 3) where the w k are nonnegative quantities with k~=O w k = 1. In the statistical literature, (3.3) is referred to as the chi-bar distribution. The weights w k can be computed from the normal orthant probabilities; some tables for the , same are given in Gupta(1963) , Barlow etc al (1972) , and other places.
• We shall make use of (3.1)-(3.3) in our study of the large sample distribut ion theory of the VI-test statistics under the null hypothesis. It follows from the general theory of partial likelihood functions relating to the Cox (1972) model [ see for example, Tsiatis(198l) , Sen(198l) , Slud(1982) and Anderson and Gill(1982) • 2 may be used instead of v l1 • 2 to determine these weights.
• ( follow up study.
-!< /\ For non-local alternatives, N 2 UN converges to some non-null , so that under the alternative hypothesis of the restrictive type, we would expect a much better performance of the restricted tests. More numerical studies are needed to cover the case of small or moderate sample sizes and non-local alternatives 0
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